Generic Solvability of Morgan
I. INTRODUCTION
We consider linear, time invariant, multivariable systems of the form
i ( t ) = A x ( t ) + B u ( t ) , y ( t ) = C x ( t )
(1) where x ( t )~ R " , u ( t ) , and y ( t ) E R m , n > m, with A , B, and C appropriately dimensioned real matrices. The problem of decoupling an m-input, m-output system (I) into m scalar input-scala: output subsystems by the use of a feedback control law 
u ( t ) = F x ( t ) + & ( t )
which is sufficient to guarantee the existence of a feedback compensator which will effect decoupling. A key element in their work consists of showing that for almost all parameter sets ( A , B,C) satisfying several loose dimensional constraints, the subspaces
will be controllability subspaces.
Relying heavily upon the work of Fabian and Wonham, we will show that (5) A property II is a function on RW to a two element set, (true, false} for example. If V is a proper variety of R"', we say II is generic relative to V if II is true everywhere on R" except for a subset of V. I I is deemed generic if such a V exists. Since a proper variety is closed in the usual topology, it follows that if II is generic relative to V, for every x E V c (the complement of V ) II is true on some neighborhood of x . As a proper variety V cannot contain any open set in R" (if this were so, the defining polynomials would all be identically zero). It follows that i f II is false for some x Et', then there exist points arbitrarily close to x such that II is true at these points.
The key lemma of our development will be applicable to a more general class of linear systems than only m input-rn output systems. Indeed consider a matrix triple ( A , B, C) representing a system of the form (1) with A n x n , B n X n , and C q x n . We assume an arbitrary partition of C into k submatrim.
c=[C;;..,c;]'
with each Ci qi x n. Again, we let 9Li = Ker C, with si defined as in (4) for all iE k .
Lemma: Given a linear system of the form described above, if
then (5) is generically true. Pro08 We shall make use of the results on the generic dimensions of subspaces from 151 without specific reference. Further identities which hold everywhere except possibly on a subset of a proper algebraic variety will be indicated by a postscripted ( g ) . We note that any r X s matrix (2 generically has rank t = min(r,s). For otherwise all z X t minors of Q must vanish identically, in which case the elements of Q constitute a zero for a set of polynomials defined on R r X s .
Thus, letting Ci denote the image of the map Ci, we have dim = qi( g ) and dim (Ker Ci) = n -qi ( g ) i E k . Then from (6) i E k where and by complementation dim%,=n-min(n,q:)=n-q,*(g), i E k .
We will first demonstrate that under the hypothesis of the lemma 2 % nXi=B ( g ) .
i E k
Since 46 n X i ) c 9, we need only prove that (6) implies
Using the geometric identity dim(S n$)=dim(S)+dim($)-dim(S +$)
to expand the left side of (8) results in =dim(% "%,)+dim( Thus,
% i = % i ( g )
and (8) implies ( 5 ) proving the lemma. Theorem: Morgan's problem is generically solvable.
Pro08
For this problem m = k, qi = 1 for all i E k and the hypothesis of the lemma is satisfied. Hence, ( 5 ) follows for almost all parameter sets ( A , B, C ) .
IV. DISCUSSION
It has been shown that the decoupling problem originally considered by Morgan and solved by Falb and Wolovich is generically solvable. The development made use of the geometric problem formulation of Wonham and Morse and the results on generic dimension by Fabian and Wonham. We note that if the elements of D were polynomial functions of the components of the matrices A , B, and C, then by elementary methods we could deduce the desired theorem directly from the result of Falb q d Wolovich. However the dependence of the rows of D on the discrete valued functions 4. precludes this approach.
